
FunFunTasticTasticPraguePrague Walking Seminars
I am not a tourist guide. I have a licence for adult learning. I will give you a deep 
insight on the history&culture of this country and this city...

I tried to classify. But it's on you to choose what you would like to see or 
experience...

The Grand Prague 
Tour

RECOMMENDED FOR NEWCOMERS! You come to Prague for the first time, you see a lot
of picturesque scenery – yet you don‘t know what an amazing history is hidden beind all 
those pretty facades. Walk with me for a full afternoon and you will see the city in a 
different light. Promised...

Alternative&Arts Prague is one of Europe's cradles of Modern Art - the city was and has always been more 
open to new trends than many other places. From pioneers of Abstract Painting and the 
latest installations, from avant garde club design to light art and new experiments.

Architecture& 
Avantgarde

Prague offers a rare variety of architecture - from Romanic and Gothic to Renaissance and 
Baroque, from Historicism and Art Nouveau to Cubism, early Functionalism and 
contemporary building styles. But it' not just stones, mortar or concrete. People, (hi-) 
stories and facts unknown to most that bring the stones alive. 

Camera&Celluloid Prague is a pioneer of Europe's movie scene and so is in photography. Studios, galleries, 
old and new animation techniques, museums. 

Cooks&Cuisine What is the secret of the famous Prague Ham? Where does the dumpling come from and 
what makes Czech beer so special? What are all these numerous dishes whose names  
remain a secret to most visitors from abroad?

Gardens& 
Greenery

Prague has great parks and gardens, many of them beyond the usual tourist perimeter or 
unknown, because hidden. 

Industry& 
Ingeniousness

Bohemia, and later on Czechoslovakia, was one of the most industrialised countries in 
Europe. Many of the numerous factories and many of the products still exist - sometimes 
with new names, under different owners – the stories behind them are really exciting.

Mahler&Mozart Lots on offer in terms of classical music in this city, practically at every corner. The real 
quality is less conspicuous, though, but there is plenty to be discovered. Ensembles, 
performances, stages, stories.

Music&Motion How would you classify a performance combining acrobatic dance and drama? Wouldn't 
you like to discover the small cafés inviting alternative groups or the re-awakened First 
Republic stages run by motivated young people?

Palette&Paint Numerous galleries, workshops, academies deserve more international attention. From 
graphic to glass to wood to stone and new materials. A plethora of old and new art.

Quickies&Newbies A first glance on the treasures of this city - from an unusual angle maybe. One of my 
guests called me a „City Narrator“...

Railway&Romance The Czech Republic has one of the most extensive railway networks in Europe. Prague has 
numerous stations, freight yards, tracks used by a large typology of vehicles, bridges and 
even a mountain track. Not to forget miniature railways, museums and nostalgic trains...

Science&Scholars Prague is a city of specialised schools, universities and research organisations of all kinds. 
Programmes, meetings, tours or lectures for scholars.



FunFunTasticTasticPraguePrague Walking Seminars
Choose your own favourite Walking Seminar! Whatever you'd like to know and see 
about and in Prague, I'll do my best to fulfill your wishes.

Read what guests wanted to hear about:

Prague's Jewish-German 
Intellectuals before 1945

A short glance on the country's history, ethnic segregation and 
awakening nationalism in the 19th century, Kafka, Werfel, Brod & Co., 
Fanta, Steiner & Brentano: What can we still see and feel today?

Prague off the beaten tourist 
path

The story of Prague from unusual points of view - it's more walking, 
admittedly, but less crowds...

Alternative art Galleries in former factories, mind-blowing clubs, David Černý's 
controversial sculptures, legal graffiti, cool music, hot design.

Prague's famous 
photographers

Prague is a city of and for photographers. Studios, galleries, exhibitions, 
museums, motifs, stories. 

Prague's Coffee House Mile From the Savoy to the Imperial, eight of Prague's 12 traditional cafés are 
lined up on an almost straight stretch. History and stories, coffee 
specialities and delicious cakes...

Shopping for aficionados Fancy boutiques, really good glass shops, flee markets and farmers' 
markets, unusual souvenirs, little treasures.

Contact me:
Guenther Krumpak
ARCO Guesthouse
Donská 176/13, 101 00 Prague 
Phone: +420 732 720 623
pension_arco@post.cz 
www.arcoguesthouse.com 

Reviews: 
https://arcoguesthouse.com/our-walks-reviews/ 

Max. 8 participants. Languages: German, English, French.

Prices: From € 80,- per person/day. Discounts for more guests.
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